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Publication process re-
engineering
It must be remembered that there is 
nothing more difficult to plan, 
more doubtful of success, nor 
more dangerous to manage than 
the creation of a new system. For 
the initiator has the enmity of all 
who would profit by the 
preservation of the old institutions 
and merely lukewarm defenders in 
those who would gain by the new 
one. - Nicolo Machiavelli
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Media addressing the motives 
for publications
open access digital publishing
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Barriers on the transition path
new roles for old 
organizationswho is the “publisher”organizational
open access digital publishing
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Lessons learned
learned societies are potentially a 
very good target
they lack organizational and 
financial structure
technical support must be very 
time, cost and workload efficient
SciX Open Publishing Services
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SOAP based
SciX services were ready
up and running now
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Publishing
personal archives
institutional archives
learned society archives 
topic archives
electronic journals
conferences
multilingual, translatable
English, German, Slovenian, Spanish …
Services
Web Services Architecture
Truly Distributed Relational 
Databases
relations managed by Web Services 
interface
WSDL for all public functions
SOAP, XML-RPC, XML, XML-Mime 
bindings
OAI, RSS, Office RTP …
WSDL
Implementations (up and 
running)
one journal
three conferences
five topics incl. ELPUB
1 personal and 2 institutional 
archives
multilingual
rentable services, Web based 
renting and setup
Availability
stable, up and running
open source
to be released later this spring
missing: documentation, installer
Conclusion
current publication models provide a meaningful role to 
many players, to all with significant impact
financial benefits were not confirmed by the SciX 
project, these would also benefit those not really 
interested in making a saving
control benefits are the reason for strong support by 
the learned societies and individuals
learned societies tend to have a small organizational 
footprint and shoestring budgets
open publishing should be made available to them as a 
part of a broader package
a digital archive is just one cornerstone of the technical 
solution
more information at
www.SciX.net
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SciX Final Review / Workshop
April 20th, Ljubljana, Slovenia
focus: Open publishing – an 
opportunity for learned societies 
to regain control of the scientific 
information exchange
